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The statist impasse in constitutional creation must soon come to an end. When the end comes, it is unlikely to arrive via the Justices . . . . It will likely come in some unruly moment—some undisciplined jurisgenerative impulse, some movement prepared to hold a vision in the face of indifference or opposition of the state. Perhaps such a resistance—redemptive or insular—will reach not only those of us prepared to see law grow, but the courts as well.

Robert M. Cover, Foreward: Nomos and Narrative

Fight, fight, fight, fight—housing is a human right!

Chant of Housing Rights Activists

I. INTRODUCTION

Housing rights protestors in San Francisco blocked a Google employee bus transporting employees to the company’s headquarters in suburban Mountain View. The protestors opposed Google’s use of over 200 public San Francisco bus stops for its private employee shuttle buses without paying fines for its illegal use of public infrastructure. The protestors demanded that the city fine Google $1 billion dollars, and dedicate the proceeds to affordable housing initiatives, eviction defenses, and measures to prevent the conversion of affordable rental units to market-rate condos. Similar protests also took

Thurgood Marshall Law School, St. Thomas University School of Law, and the Korematsu Center for Law and Equality at Seattle University School of Law. I am also grateful to Sam Ahrendt and Evan Nordgren for their excellent research assistance. Lastly, I am deeply indebted to the activists who agreed to be interviewed for this Article and who inspired this work.


4. See id.


6. Shalia Dewan, Evictions Soar in Hot Market; Renters Suffer, N.Y. TIMES, Aug. 29, 2014, at A1, available at http://www.nytimes.com/2014/08/29/us/evictions-soar-in-hot-market-renters-suffer.html (explaining that in many cities, as middle-class wages have stagnated, rents have risen sharply and affordable housing is in short supply, resulting in a surge in evictions in states such as California, Massachusetts, Maine, New Jersey, Georgia, and Wisconsin).

place in other cities. The protestors' main grievance was the increasingly inequitable distributions of local housing and property entitlements in San Francisco and Seattle spurred, in part, by technology companies' growth in the region.

The San Francisco protestors convinced the city to levy fines against the technology companies, and to enact an ordinance that would mitigate the negative effects of the Ellis Act, a state law that allows a landlord to evict all tenants in a rental building, without cause, if the landlord intends to leave the rental market. Activists alleged that Ellis Act evictions were increasing and that landlords were abusing the Ellis Act to illegally evict rent-controlled tenants in favor of market-rate owners. The new ordinance required landlords evicting tenants under the Ellis Act to pay relocation payments to evicted tenants representing two years' worth of the difference between the rate-controlled rent and market-rate rent.

Landlords and conservative legal groups challenged the constitutionality of the ordinance in federal court, and the court struck down the ordinance. Following the federal court's decision, the city supervisor amended the ordinance to comply with the federal court ruling.

14. See id.
and the pro-landlord plaintiffs stated they are prepared to litigate the issue all the way to the Supreme Court. Yet, housing rights activists continue to use property law disobedience to press for a more equitable distribution of housing entitlements in the region. This saga is representative of the continuous legal, political, social, and cultural battles between U.S. housing rights movements and private property advocates who seek to thwart these movements' efforts.

This Article’s central thesis is that the conflict and contestation between these groups helps forge new understandings of how local housing and property entitlements can be equitably allocated, consistent with the human right to housing and U.S. constitutional norms. While there is no formal federal, state, or constitutional right to housing in America, these movements' illegal occupations and local housing reforms concretize the human right to housing in local American laws, associate the human right to housing with well-accepted constitutional norms, and establish the contours of the human right to housing in the American legal consciousness. These movements construct the human right to housing in American law by establishing through private and local laws a right to remain, a right to adequate and sustainable shelter, a right to housing in a location that preserves cultural heritage, a right to a self-determined community, and a right to equal housing opportunities for non-property owners, among other rights. By challenging local property rights, these movements also demonstrate how non-property owners, who lack adequate housing, also lack equal dignity, equal opportunity, equal citizenship, privacy, personal autonomy, and self-determination—all norms explicit in the U.S. constitutional order. Lastly, the backlash these movements face also reveals the limits of what tenants' and homeless' rights in an American society committed to strong private property protections will tolerate. When these movements reformulate local property and housing entitlements in a manner that enhances equity and vindicates well-accepted constitutional norms, they give legal content to a future American constitutional right to housing.

This Article relies on document analysis and interviews with key members of umbrella housing rights movements in the U.S.—such as

16. See id.
18. See id.
the Occupy Our Homes movements,20 the Take Back the Land movements (TBTL),21 and the Home Defenders’ League (HDL)22—to assess how these movements realize an American right to housing, even in the absence of a formal legal right. These umbrella movements are part of informal trans-local networks23 of housing rights activists, connected nationally and globally through the Internet and social media.24 The author chose these movements because they all used property law disobedience during and after the U.S. housing crisis, participated in Occupy Wall Street, and used the Internet and social media to assert rights that do not exist as a formal legal matter under U.S. law.

These movements apply old legal and constitutional concepts in new ways to assert new housing rights. The Occupy Our Homes and TBTL movements encourage municipalities to use eminent domain to give illegal occupiers title to homes they currently occupy and to transfer ownership of the land under the homes to community land trusts (CLTs)25 owned by the occupiers.26 HDL encourages municipi-


21. In 2010, the Take Back the Land movement formed a national network of affiliated local action campaigns connected via the Internet and social media. The local action campaigns in TBTL-National’s network included but were not limited to: the Chicago Anti-Eviction Campaign, Take Back the Land-Rochester, Take Back the Land-Madison, Occupy Homes Minnesota, City Life/Vida Urbana in Boston, Occupy Our Homes Atlanta, and Picture the Homeless in New York City. See Skype Interview with Max Rameau, Leader of Take Back the Land (Oct. 31, 2014) (recording on file with author); Resources, TAKE BACK THE LAND ROCHESTER, http://takebackroc.rocus.org/node/2 (last visited Sept. 1, 2014), archived at http://perma.unl.edu/7CJE-EE6C.


23. The term “trans-local networks” describes unaffiliated local activists, unincorporated associations, or local organizations of housing rights activists that are connected to each other nationally and globally through the Internet and social media. See Skype Interview with Max Rameau, supra note 21.

24. See CASTELLS, supra note 20.

25. A CLT is an alternative form of land tenure that separates the ownership of land from the ownership of improvements on the land, such as homes. By separating
policies to use eminent domain to refinance the loans of underwater homeowners facing foreclosure.27 Other related homeless rights movements create micro-homes villages for the homeless, and reform local zoning laws to accommodate the new uses of the villages.28 It is unclear if these social movements’ legal gains will persist as the U.S. housing market gradually improves,29 and as strong private property rights advocates enact state laws to preempt these movements’ local successes.30 Yet, these social movements have made headway in the longer-term war to shift Americans’ values regarding how local housing and property rights should be allocated to advance the human right to housing and constitutional norms.31 As criminal justice, environmental, and pro-immigration movements emerge, this Article demonstrates new ways social movements can advance social and economic rights in the U.S.

Section II.A of this Article summarizes the housing rights and entitlements protected by the human right to housing. Section II.B analyzes the landscape of American housing rights and proves that, although the U.S. does not recognize the human right to housing as a formal legal obligation, the human right to housing is consistent with explicit and implicit American constitutional norms. Section II.C as-

the ownership of land from the ownership of improvements on the land and by including restrictions on the prices and terms under which the homes can be sold, users are often able to keep land and housing affordable over the long haul. In a non-profit CLT, a non-profit organization owns the land and individuals or other groups own the improvements on the land. See David M. Abromowitz, An Essay on Community Land Trusts: Towards Permanently Affordable Housing, in PROPERTY AND VALUES: ALTERNATIVES TO PUBLIC AND PRIVATE OWNERSHIP 214–15 (Charles Geisler & Gail Daneker eds., 2000).

26. See infra section II.B.
27. Local Principal Reduction Background, supra note 22.
28. Interview with Brenda Konkel, Board Member, OM Build (Oct. 31, 2013) (recording on file with the author); see also section II.A (discussing grassroots strategies for developing a recognized constitutional right to housing).
30. Some states, such as Wisconsin, have enacted legislation to restrict renters’ rights and strengthen landlords’ rights in response to legal gains procured through local housing rights activism. See, e.g., Wis. STAT. § 66.0104 (2014) (prohibiting local governments from obtaining critical identification and credit history on prospective tenants); Wis. STAT. § 66.0104(2)(c) (placing a presumptive cap on the amount of attorney’s fees tenants can recover). Other states have seen a surge in evictions leading to displacement. See Dewan, supra note 6.
31. Nestor M. Davidson & Rashmi Dyal-Chand, Property in Crisis, 78 FORDHAM L. REV. 1607 (2010); see also JOINT CTR. FOR HOUSING STUD., HARVARD UNIV., AMERICA’S RENTAL HOUSING: EVOLVING MARKETS AND NEEDS 1–15 (Oct. 2013), archived at http://perma.unl.edu/83U7-WDKT (explaining that all American households except the oldest groups made a shift towards renting, and that many jurisdictions are experimenting with micro-units to increase the affordable housing supply in highly dense, high-cost markets).
serts that social movements can create constitutional meanings through private ordering, as well as through constitutional adjudication and federal and state legislation. Finally, section II.D argues these housing rights movements' private ordering and local property law reform efforts constitute a form of popular constitutionalism, whereby the people create constitutional meanings before those interpretations are validated by courts or legislatures.32 In Part III, this Article analyzes qualitative data and case studies to demonstrate how these movements manifest the human right to housing and advance American constitutional norms. Part IV argues that the Internet and social media help these movements advance Americans' cultural acceptance of the human right to housing and avoid the pitfalls of legal mobilization. Lastly, this Article concludes by outlining the future challenges and obstacles these movements may face.

II. THE RIGHT TO HOUSING AND AMERICAN CONSTITUTIONAL NORMS

A. The Right to Housing

The human right to housing, embodied in several international treaties, declarations, and constitutions, establishes that every person has a right to adequate housing and to the continuous improvement of living conditions.33 The right is not a binding international legal obli-

32. The author derives this insight from an observation made by legal scholar, Martha Minow.

In my view, efforts to create and give meaning to norms, through a language of rights, often and importantly occur outside formal legal institutions such as courts. “Legal interpretation,” in this sense, is an activity engaged in by nonlawyers as well as by lawyers and judges. Interpretive activity appeals not to one overriding authoritative community, but instead to people living in worlds of differences. Through interpretive activity, people summon up a sense of potential community membership without relinquishing struggles over meaning and power.


igration in America and the right is not explicit in the U.S. Constitution. Article 25 of the 1948 Universal Declaration of Human Rights (the Declaration) first identified the right to housing as part of the broader right to an adequate standard of living. The United Nations (UN) formalized and codified the principles outlined in the Universal Declaration through Article 11(1) of the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (the Covenant). The Covenant explicitly defines the right to housing as "the right of everyone to an adequate standard of living for himself and his family, including adequate . . . housing . . . ." It also makes the protection of social and economic rights a legally binding obligation in the form of a treaty. Participating countries must "take appropriate steps to ensure the realization of [the right to housing]." While countries are not obligated to provide housing for their entire populations, they must "progressively realize" the right to housing by adopting legislative, administrative, judicial, budgetary, and other measures to advance the right to housing for all. The right to housing is also broader than a given country's property law regime, as it protects the rights of owners and non-owners. Participating countries must balance the rights of each group when implementing the right to housing. Thus, the right to housing includes both positive and negative rights because it requires participating countries to take affirmative steps, rather than to merely refrain from impairing freedoms.

34. Ann M. Burkhart, The Constitutional Underpinnings of Homelessness, 40 Hous. L. Rev. 211 (2003) (arguing that the social and political climate at the time of the framing of the U.S. Constitution was hostile to an affirmative right to housing).

35. Universal Declaration, supra note 33, at art. 25 ("Everyone has the right to a standard of living adequate for the health and well-being of himself and of his family, including food, clothing, housing and medical care and necessary social services, and the right to security in the event of unemployment, sickness, disability, widowhood, old age or other lack of livelihood in circumstances beyond his control.").

36. Covenant, supra note 33, at art. 11(1) (noting the terms "himself and his family" reflect prior gender norms, but the language has been interpreted to apply to all humans).


38. See, e.g., Covenant, supra note 33, at art.11(1); U.N. Office of the High Comm'r for Human Rights (OHCHR), Fact Sheet No. 21, The Human Right to Adequate Housing, Fact Sheet No. 21/Rev.1 (Nov. 2009) [hereinafter Fact Sheet No. 21], archived at http://perma.un.edu/4VA6-63GS.

39. Fact Sheet No. 21, supra note 38, at 30.

40. Id. at 33.


42. Id. at 3.
The human right to housing is not binding law in the U.S., since the U.S. never ratified the Covenant. However, the right to housing still inspires American activists because it emphasizes that humans cannot achieve full freedom, equality, dignity, self-determination, and community without adequate housing. The Covenant also affirms that access to adequate housing is a universal and natural right, rather than a privilege based upon an individual’s economic, racial, gendered, or social status. The right to housing also vitiates against arguments that housing is merely a commodity, and that an unfettered market always optimally and equitably allocates housing entitlements. Thus, the right to housing operates as an important set of values for housing rights groups pressing for a more equitable distribution of housing entitlements in America. The right to housing also holds promise for U.S. activists because it encompasses more dimensions than simply the provision of shelter. The UN Committee on Social and Economic and Cultural rights (the Committee) interprets the right to housing to embody, at the least, seven broad principles, namely: (1) security of tenure; (2) availability of services, materials, facilities, and infrastructure; (3) affordability; (4) habitability; (5) accessibility; (6) location; and (7) cultural adequacy. Security of tenure, the first principle of the right to housing, connotes protection against illegal and forced evictions, harassment, and other threats to housing security. This principle can protect renters and non-property owners in struggles over access to land, housing, and shelter. Security of tenure also implies that displacement is a destabilizing event that often undermines the attainment of other

43. Maria Foscarinis, Homelessness and Human Rights: Towards an Integrated Strategy, 19 St. Louis U. Pub. L. Rev. 327, 346 (2000) ("The ICESCR, was signed by the United States in 1972 but has not yet been ratified.").
44. See, e.g., Covenant, supra note 36, at art. 11(1) (emphasizing that “everyone” has a right to an adequate standard of living, including adequate housing).
45. Fact Sheet No. 21, supra note 38, at 33.
47. Fact Sheet No. 21, supra note 38, at 3.
49. General Comment 7, supra note 48, ¶¶ 1, 10.
human rights, even if the displacement is economically or legally justified.50 Even when evictions are legal, security of tenure requires the state to ensure that the eviction is carried out in a "lawful, reasonable and proportional manner," and to counteract evictions that lead vulnerable individuals to become homeless, economically destabilized, or suffer other human rights infractions.51 All humans also have security of tenure in all forms of housing and shelter including, but not limited to, public and private rental accommodations, cooperative housing, owner-occupied housing, emergency housing, informal settlements, and occupied land or property.52 Thus, security of tenure does not privilege homeownership and private property as the only form of adequate housing, and it protects tenure in many forms of housing and shelter not procured through formal legal titles.53 Security of tenure also requires participating countries to regulate private markets and private actors in a manner that furthers the right to housing for all.54 Security of tenure is critical to attaining and maintaining adequate housing, and failing to protect security of tenure can serve as prima facie evidence of a violation of the right to housing.55

The second principle of the right to housing, availability of services, also affirms that housing is only adequate if it provides certain facilities essential for sustainable health, such as safe drinking water, energy for cooking, heating and lighting, washing facilities, and proper sanitation.56 Third, adequate housing must be affordable to all, so that the attainment of other basic human needs is not compromised by housing costs.57 Fourth, housing is only adequate if it is habitable, providing sufficient space for protection from threats to health.58 Fifth, all disadvantaged and vulnerable groups must be able to access adequate housing within a country's borders.59 Sixth, adequate housing also must be located in a place that does not threaten the right to health and provides access to employment options, healthcare services, schools, child-care centers, and other crucial social facilities.60 Seventh, housing accommodations and policies are only adequate if they provide all humans with opportunities to express their cultural identities and maintain pluralistic diversity, including the
preservation of cultural institutions and landmarks.\textsuperscript{61} Thus, housing is inadequate unless it is sustainable and connects humans to opportunities for human flourishing.\textsuperscript{62}

No country has implemented the full dimensions of the right to housing. As the Committee noted, "[T]here remains a disturbingly large gap between the standards set in article 11 (1) of the Covenant and the situation prevailing in many parts of the world."\textsuperscript{63} Article 2.1 of the Covenant only requires that countries advance the right to housing to "the maximum of [their] available resources."\textsuperscript{64}

South Africa’s history illustrates how countries with explicit textual support for the right to housing still struggle to realize the right in practice.\textsuperscript{65} South Africa signed, but did not ratify the Covenant, and its Constitution explicitly contains the right to housing.\textsuperscript{66} South Africa also adopted national laws that implement the right.\textsuperscript{67} Yet South Africa still struggles to provide adequate remedies to black South Africans whose land was taken or denied them during the apartheid-era.\textsuperscript{68} South Africa also labors to provide adequate housing for former rural dwellers moving to urban locations and for the many dispossessed.\textsuperscript{69} The right to housing does not provide funding, so governments and courts must engage in cost and benefit analyses and creatively identify sources of funds to further the right.\textsuperscript{70} The challenges of implementing the right to housing demonstrate the broader

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{61} Id. ¶ 8(g).
\item \textsuperscript{63} \textit{General Comment 4, supra} note 48, ¶ 4.
\item \textsuperscript{64} Covenant, \textit{supra} note 33, at art. 2.1.
\item \textsuperscript{65} See Lucy A. Williams, \textit{The Right to Housing in South Africa: An Evolving Jurisprudence}, 45 \textit{COLUM. HUM. RTS. L. REV.} 816, 822 (2014) ("[H]uman rights discourse on its own provides limited analytical assistance when addressing the difficult economic and institutional questions that must be faced in order to make housing rights a reality.").
\item \textsuperscript{66} Section 26 of the South African Constitution provides:
\begin{enumerate}
\item Everyone has the right to have access to adequate housing.
\item The state must take reasonable legislative and other measures, within its available resources, to achieve the progressive realization of this right.
\item No one may be evicted from their home, or have their home demolished, without an order of the court made after considering all the relevant circumstances. No legislation may permit arbitrary evictions.
\end{enumerate}
\item \textsuperscript{67} \textit{See, e.g.,} Rental Housing Act of 50 of 1999 (S. Afr.); Prevention of Illegal Eviction from Unlawful Occupation of Land Act 19 of 1998 (S. Afr.).
\item \textsuperscript{68} \textit{See generally} Bernadette Atuahene, \textit{We Want What’s Ours: Learning from South Africa’s Land Restitution Program} (2014).
\item \textsuperscript{69} \textit{See Kirsten David Adams, Do We Need a Right to Housing?}, \textit{9 NEV. L.J.} 275, 296 (2009).
\item \textsuperscript{70} \textit{See Young, supra} note 37, at 22–23.
\end{itemize}
difficulties associated with implementing social and economic rights. Nonetheless, South Africa's textual support for robust housing rights, in both its domestic and international law, provides the moral and legal basis for cultural shifts in popular opinion about how housing entitlements should be distributed.

The South African Constitution explicitly identifies courts as key institutions that define the right to housing.\textsuperscript{71} In the seminal and well-cited case of Government of the Republic of South Africa v. Grootboom,\textsuperscript{72} the South African Supreme Court interpreted the right to housing to contain "at the very least, a negative obligation placed upon the State and all other entities and persons to desist from preventing or impairing the right of access to adequate housing."\textsuperscript{73} Yet, the South African courts evaluate the "constitutional adequacy of the government's programs to fulfill its affirmative obligations"\textsuperscript{74} under a more deferential standard of "reasonableness review."\textsuperscript{75} Courts construe many South African housing programs that provide only minimal housing protections as "reasonable" under this standard. Thus, courts are key institutions that constitute the right to housing in South Africa, although they do not always ensure that the right is fully realized. Non-governmental legal organizations, such as the Legal Resources Center and other groups, help define the right to housing in South Africa through impact litigation and legislative advocacy.

Social movements are also important institutions that help define the right to housing in South Africa. Since Grootboom, social movements, such as the Western Cape Anti-Eviction Campaign, an umbrella group of housing rights movements in South Africa, and Abahlali baseMjondolo, the South African Shackdwellers' Movement, use illegal and adversarial tactics such as occupations, squatting, and protests to shift popular understandings of how housing entitlements should be distributed consistent with South African constitutional norms.\textsuperscript{76} By challenging and reformulating prevailing allocations of housing and land entitlements, these activists give content to the right to housing. These activities force courts, governments, and legislatures to determine whether certain social, economic, and cultural

\textsuperscript{71} See Williams, supra note 65.
\textsuperscript{72} 2001 (1) SA 46 (CC) (S. Afr.).
\textsuperscript{73} See id. at 28, para. 34; Williams, supra note 65, at 821.
\textsuperscript{74} Williams, supra note 65, at 821.
\textsuperscript{75} See id.
\textsuperscript{76} The Western-Cape Anti-Eviction Campaign is an umbrella social movement group organized in November 2000 after the South African Supreme Court issued its opinion in Government of the Republic of South Africa v. Grootboom, which interpreted the South African constitutional right to housing. The group and another social movement group, the Abahlali baseMjondolo, were formed to engage in civil and social disobedience to realize the right to housing for the poor and dispossessed in South Africa. Brian Ray, Demosprudence in Comparative Perspective, 47 Stan. J. Int'l L. 111, 169–70 (2011).
practices violate the right to housing or are worthy of state protection. The *Grootboom* case demonstrates how a multiplicity of actors, including social movements, constitute the right to housing through a dynamic process of social protest, law breaking, constitutional amendments, adjudication, legislation, and international law.\(^{77}\)

**B. American Housing Rights and Constitutional Norms**

The right to housing is not currently a formal legal or constitutional obligation in America. Thus, in America, federal and state courts and legislators do not play a central role in creating or defining the right to housing. Rather, social movements are the primary institutions that define and give legal meaning to an American constitutional right to housing through private ordering and local law reforms. It is unlikely that the U.S. will pass a constitutional amendment to adopt a right to housing in the near future. Congress is also unlikely to pass federal legislation codifying a right to housing for all. While the U.S. has enacted several housing statutes and grant programs, no court has interpreted a federal statute to provide a broad affirmative right to housing for all Americans. U.S. courts interpret the federal Fair Housing Act (FHA) and the U.S. Constitution to protect only a negative right to freedom from discrimination in the attainment of housing on the basis of protected-class status.\(^{78}\) Legal recognition of this right does not provide each American citizen with a positive right to adequate or affordable housing.

Many scholars and legal advocates argue that Franklin D. Roosevelt’s (FDR) New Deal programs constitute a second American “bill of rights” that recognizes a right to housing and other social and economic rights.\(^{79}\) Specifically, the U.S. Housing Act of 1949 (the Housing Act), the culmination of FDR’s housing efforts, pledged to realize “as soon as feasible . . . the goal of a decent home and a suitable living environment for every American family, thus contributing to the development and redevelopment of communities and to the advancement of the growth, wealth and security of the nation.”\(^{80}\) Many scholars, activists, and lawyers contend that this federal law is a source of support for federal recognition of a positive American right to housing.\(^{81}\) Yet U.S. courts have not interpreted these statutes to include the expansive housing entitlements embodied in the human right to housing.

\(^{77}\) See generally *Young*, supra note 37; *Heinz Klug, Constituting Democracy: Law Globalism and South Africa’s Political Reconstruction* (2000).


\(^{81}\) See, e.g., Adams, supra note 69, at 299.
The U.S. Supreme Court also foreclosed the possibility of recognizing broad housing rights in existing provisions of the U.S. Constitution. In *Lindsey v. Normet*, a 1972 class action suit, the named plaintiffs were month-to-month tenants in a rental apartment. The local authorities found the apartment unfit for human habitation and the tenants requested that the landlord make repairs which, in all cases but one, he refused to make. The tenants refused to pay rent until the repairs were made and the landlord threatened to pursue eviction procedures under the Oregon Forcible Entry and Wrongful Detainer Statute. The plaintiffs sued for an injunction and a declaratory judgment that the statute was unconstitutional under the Due Process and Equal Protection Clauses of the Fourteenth Amendment. The plaintiffs argued that the statutes' procedures forbidding plaintiffs to plead the landlord's failure to maintain the premises as an affirmative defense denied them Due Process under the Fourteenth Amendment. The plaintiffs also contended "the 'need for decent shelter' and the 'right to retain peaceful possession of one's home'" were fundamental rights under the Constitution's Equal Protection Clause and thus the Oregon statute should be judged under strict scrutiny rather than a rational basis standard. The plaintiffs further argued that the state should have to articulate a compelling state interest in order to justify trammeling upon the rights of tenants to retain peaceful possession of their home.

The Court held that the statute did not violate the Due Process Clause because the Constitution does not federalize the substantive law of landlord-tenant relations. The Court maintained that Oregon could treat the undertakings of the tenant and those of the landlord independently without violating the Due Process Clause because the tenants could sue the landlord in a separate action, just not as an affirmative defense. With respect to a right to housing protected under the Equal Protection Clause of the Constitution, the Court opined:

We do not denigrate the importance of decent, safe, and sanitary housing. But the Constitution does not provide judicial remedies for every social and economic ill. We are unable to perceive in that document any constitutional guarantee of access to dwellings of a particular quality, or any recognition of the right of a tenant to occupy the real property of his landlord beyond the term of his lease without the payment of rent or otherwise contrary to the

83. Id.
84. Id.
85. Id. at 60.
86. Id. at 64–74.
87. Id. at 73.
88. Id.
89. Id. at 68.
90. See id. at 68–69.
terms of the relevant agreement. Absent constitutional mandate, the assurance of adequate housing and the definition of landlord-tenant relationships are legislative, not judicial, functions. Nor should we forget that the Constitution expressly protects against confiscation of private property or the income therefrom.91

Thus, the Court refused to recognize poor tenants as a protected class and rejected the notion of a broad constitutional right to housing that trumped the landlord’s property rights. The Court also relegated protection of such rights to the legislature. While some legal advocates argue that this decision only forecloses a right to housing of a “particular quality,”92 others interpret it as a death knell to judicial recognition of a constitutional right to housing.93

America’s failure to recognize a formal legal right to housing is consistent with its general resistance to positive social and economic rights.94 The American legal system primarily protects negative civil and political rights.95 The U.S. ratified the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights,96 and the 1950s and 1960s Civil Rights Movements helped codify a variety of civil and political rights in federal and state legislation.97 Consequently, some argue that the right to housing should be framed as a negative rather than a positive social and economic right.98 Others assert that the human right to housing might protect a civil right to counsel whenever a basic human need such as housing is threatened.99 Given this legal landscape, it may

---

91. Id. at 74 (emphasis added).
95. See Foscarinis, supra note 43, at 328 (“Indeed, our legal system is commonly described as one that protects civil and political rights, but not economic or social rights.”).
98. Adams, supra note 69, at 283.
seem unrealistic to argue that Americans will ever recognize a constitutional right to housing. Originalists will surely balk at the suggestion that a constitutional or federal legislative right can develop without a clear textual basis. While state constitutions are also a fruitful source of positive social and economic rights, virtually no American states explicitly recognize state constitutional rights to housing.

Yet, it is not implausible to argue that many elements of the right to housing are consistent with values and norms explicit in the American constitutional order. The core tenets of the human right to housing are that individuals—by virtue of their humanity, not their social or economic status—are entitled to certain minimum forms of shelter, security of tenure, dignity, connection to communities, and opportunities that allow for their human flourishing. The human prosperity and dignity that the human right to housing protects is consistent with well-accepted and explicit American constitutional norms such as equal dignity, equal opportunity, equal concern, self-determination, privacy, personal autonomy, and life, liberty, and happiness for all. These principles are expressed in the Declaration of Independence; the Nobility Clause prohibiting Congress from granting titles of nobility; and the Fourteenth and Thirteenth Amendments of the Constitution. The First Amendment of the Constitution also protects individuals' rights to privacy, autonomy, freedom of association, and self-determination. While the right to housing does not have an explicit textual foundation in the Constitution, it is not implausible to argue that Americans without adequate housing lack equal dignity, equal citizenship, privacy, personal autonomy, or self-determination. The human right to housing, therefore, provides a normative framework to allocate housing entitlements in a manner that is consistent with fundamental norms in a free and democratic society.

---
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These values are property norms as well as constitutional norms. As Harvard Law Professor Joseph Singer has argued, "Property law is not just a mechanism of coordination; it is a quasi-constitutional framework for social life." The term constitutional, as Singer uses it, refers not only to constitutional law, but also to the fact that "property institutions are fundamental to social life, moral norms, political power and the rule of law." We can only determine which ownership structures and property relations are valid under American law by reference to basic democratic values enshrined in the Constitution. Therefore, slavery and feudalism have been outlawed as legitimate forms of property ownership because they violate the principles of equality, freedom, and citizenship protected by the Constitution. Women now have rights to marital property, as male domination of marital property infringes the norms of autonomy and self-determination. Racially restrictive covenants and intentional racial segregation also violate the principle of equality and are prohibited. Strict foreclosure when a tenant is one day behind in rental payments is invalid because it denies tenants equal dignity and due process. These forms of ownership became impermissible through political and social struggles, which demonstrated that these property relationships violated well-accepted American constitutional, legal, and social values. As Singer explains, "Basic democratic values limit the kinds of property rights that the law will recognize and they define particular bundles of rights that cannot be created." Thus, the right to housing is compatible with well-accepted American property and constitutional norms, even though no court has explicitly recognized an American constitutional right to housing.

While these norms are explicit and well-accepted, determining how to distribute housing entitlements consistent with these norms is a matter of interpretation and meaning creation. This Article argues that constitutional meanings and understandings evolve in response to cultural, social, economic, and political change. Current housing rights movements pressing for more equitable distributions of housing entitlements in America are slowly but creatively forging cultural
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value shifts at the local level, through private as well as public law. This assertion rests upon certain presumptions about rights and constitutional norms. If rights are entitlements and freedoms belonging to individuals and groups that the state will protect or advance through its legal and enforcement powers, then the right to housing is afoot in a number of American localities. If discrete groups of everyday people can order their social norms and private legal arrangements to reflect constitutional norms, then recent social movements pressing for housing rights in America are rearranging local housing entitlements and giving expression to constitutional norms through their legal and extra-legal arrangements.

In these instances, the laws through which these groups manifest the human right to housing are private and local law mechanisms—such as new ownership forms, contractual arrangements, zoning ordinances, and new uses of eminent domain—rather than solely constitutional adjudication and federal and state legislation. While many legal and constitutional questions may eventually culminate in litigation, adjudication and legislation are not the sole legal mechanisms defining the right to housing in the U.S. The movements discussed herein, instead, employ a more expansive set of legal strategies to realize an American right to housing. Some movements pursue these local, incremental, and private legal advances even though their long-term goal is to attain an Article V amendment to the U.S. Constitution to codify an American right to housing.\textsuperscript{115} Cognizant that such a constitutional moment is far afield in America, these movements are using a broader range of legal tools to advance their causes. Their legal successes not only instantiate the human right to housing in U.S. law, but also give expression to constitutional norms.

These events challenge scholars' traditional notions of how rights develop and become a part of our constitutional lexicon and culture.\textsuperscript{116} This Article argues that these movements are engaged in a long-term process of "bottom up" popular constitutionalism, in which they implicitly and explicitly associate their local housing and property reformulations with long standing constitutional principles. These movements' actions advance property law, increase Americans' acceptance of the human right to housing, and reflect well-accepted constitutional norms. Thus, these movements advance the American constitutional right to housing before that right is explicitly recognized by U.S. courts or legislatures. While these property reformulations will not become constitutional law until there is a formal
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constitutional amendment or until the courts associate these reformulations with specific provisions of the Constitution, these property reformulations do reorient American constitutional culture, and local, social, and political mores towards greater acceptance of legal arrangements that reflect the right to housing.

C. Popular Constitutionalism, Social Movements, and Private Law

Popular constitutionalists have long argued that "the people themselves" can create constitutional meanings without the formal recognition of the state. Popular constitutionalism de-centers federal Article III judges as the preeminent arbiters of constitutional meaning. The people themselves play a significant role in the creation of constitutional understandings under this account of our constitutional order. In this literature, social movements are key institutions that create constitutional meanings, even though they are not specifically outlined as official interpreters in the text of the Constitution. Yale Law Professor Reva B. Siegel showed that social movements can change the meaning of the Constitution outside of the constitutionally proscribed Article V amendment process. Through a process of conflict and contestation, social movements generate new understandings of the Constitution that can become settled law without amending the
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Constitution. These interpretations, garnered through conflict, can guide courts and legislatures when interpreting the Constitution’s mandates. This process encourages citizens to become invested in enforcing the Constitution and helps sustain the Constitution’s legitimacy over time. Harvard Law Professor Lani Guinier and Cornell Law Professor Gerald Torres also coined the phrase “demosprudence” to describe “the role of informal democratic mobilizations and wide-ranging social movements” in the creation of constitutional meanings. Demosprudence emphasizes that “federal courts informed by the interpretations of the ‘demos’ have more legitimacy.” Several other legal scholars explain how social movements influence a range of other legal actors such as lower federal courts, federal and state legislators, state courts, and the President of the United States. However, local officials and private law are subordinate in this discourse.

In his seminal Harvard Law Review Foreward, Nomos and Narrative, Robert M. Cover, a forefather of popular constitutionalism, observed that “the creation of legal meaning—‘jurisgenesis’—takes place always through an essentially cultural medium.” The people, first, must define their normative universe before they can determine that a given phenomenon violates constitutional norms. Discrete, insular, and informal communities often develop their own “nomos—an integrated world of obligation and reality from which the rest of the world is perceived.” These insular and informal communities develop their own narratives and meanings to vindicate their normative visions. These narratives and legal meanings are given regulatory force first within these interpretive communities, primarily through private lawmaking and associational norms (i.e., contract, property, and cor-
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porate law, or social norms and religious authority). Thus, constitutional norms are often forged by and among the people through private ordering before courts officially adopt those norms and before legislatures codify those norms in legislation.

These legal meanings, created within the nomos and sealed through private legal arrangements, are constitutional interpretations, even if these meanings are not consonant with the official interpretations of the Constitution. Legal meaning, then, can be created outside of the bounds of what we know as formal public lawmaking. These private meanings flow outside the insular community when these groups attempt to align their nomos with constitutional norms through civil disobedience. By breaking the law, these groups often risk the violence or retribution of the state to bring the law into conformity with their vision. As Cover explained, the 1960s Woolworth’s counter sit-in civil rights protestors, by adhering to their own unofficial interpretations of the Fourteenth Amendment of the Constitution in the face of mob and police violence, forced local officials and courts to choose between the official interpretation or the alternative view of the protestors. While the protestors eventually identified their grievances with specific provisions of the Constitution, initially they were challenging local property law concepts.

D. Local Property Reform as Popular Constitutionalism

As Eduardo M. Peñalver and Sonia K. Katyal demonstrate in their book, Property Outlaws: How Squatters, Pirates, and Protesters Improve the Law of Ownership, Southerners initially accomplished segregation in public accommodations through “local custom” and by exercising their common law property rights to exclude. By violating the Woolworth store owners’ property right to exclude, the protestors expressively challenged the notion that owners have unfettered property rights. Instead, the protestors asserted that when private property rights violate blacks’ rights to equal dignity and citizenship, the private right is unjust and should be curtailed. 'The protestors' disobedience was initially property law disobedience. Their opponents
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characterized their actions as infringing private property rights. The sit-in protestors were initially arrested and charged with criminal trespass.\textsuperscript{139}

While the protestors had many critics at the local level, their efforts began to slowly forge shifts in cultural values towards integration in privately owned public accommodations. As Peñalver and Katyal explain, a number of merchants in the South, whose profits were affected by the sit-ins and the ensuing boycotts, voluntarily ended the practice of segregated lunch counters.\textsuperscript{140} The local efforts of thousands of protestors in various localities throughout the nation slowly led to broader national changes. National chains such as Woolworths felt pressure from Northern sympathizers to resist local Southern segregationist customs and nationalize the policy of integrated lunch counters.\textsuperscript{141} The protestors' physical occupations brought widespread media attention to their cause and helped nationalize their local struggles and the violence they experienced at the hands of local officials and mobs.\textsuperscript{142} By forging their struggles initially outside of the courtroom, they were able to slowly change national attitudes about segregation through property disobedience and local law reform.\textsuperscript{143} Thus, the issue of how private property rights should accommodate the demands of the constitutional norm of equality was not initially generated by litigation or federal legislation but by the protestors' efforts to challenge local property entitlements. Their actions culminated in the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and federal legislation, which formally prohibited discrimination in places of "public accommodation."\textsuperscript{144} Now it is well-entrenched in our national and constitutional culture that private owners of public accommodations cannot intentionally exclude patrons on the basis of race.\textsuperscript{145}

Similarly, when protestors in current housing rights movements in the U.S. resort to self-help strategies such as squatting in absentee-owned housing and creating new housing structures through sweat-equity, they are forcing local police, banks, neighbors, and other local decision-makers, outside of their associational community, to both recognize and choose between their vision of housing rights and the offi-
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cial legal version. When local decision-makers grant these occupiers warrants or permits to temporarily remain in place, they are provisionally acquiescing in the protestors' conceptions of legal meaning and rights. To the extent that these movements obtain long-term warrants or permanent possession of even a few homes that they do not own or rent, they are challenging local property entitlements and manifesting a right to housing at the local level, even if it is not yet recognized as an official constitutional right. This process may not result in an official constitutional or federal legal challenge in the near future, but these protestors' actions are forging gradual shifts in values at the local level.

Housing activists are currently aligning their normative visions of positive housing rights with American constitutional principles such as equity, privacy, security, autonomy, and self-determination. These constitutional principles are also fundamental property norms. Thus, these movements advance constitutional norms by reformulating local property rights to better advance the social dimensions of property law's ends. Yet, because of prevailing interpretations of the Constitution, they rarely refer to the text of the Constitution to name, frame, claim, or assert these rights. Rather, housing activists create legal, and arguably constitutional, meaning through property reforms as well as private and local legal approaches. These movements also develop alternative legal and constitutional interpretations when they use the frame of the human right to housing as an organizing and mobilizing tool. Through these activities, these social movements create an alternate interpretive nomos, which recognizes the human right to housing as an entitlement even though it is not formally enshrined in any public law. Even those movements that do not explicitly use the legal frame of the human right to housing implicitly give credence to this right when they assert on websites and through social media that underwater homeowners facing foreclosure have a right to remain in their homes or that the homeless should create micro-homes villages to maintain their dignity. This is bottom-up popular constitutionalism. These movements exemplify and manifest the right to housing from the bottom-up before it ever becomes codified. In so doing, these movements are advancing Americans' legal and extra-legal recognition and acceptance of social and economic rights not explicitly outlined in the text of the Constitution.

III. OCCUPYING THE AMERICAN RIGHT TO HOUSING

A. Eminent Domain for Squatters’ Control of Land

Criticized as a movement without a clear mission, the American Occupy Movement morphed into several subdivisions, including the Occupy Our Homes movement (Occupy Our Homes). In December of 2011, Occupy Our Homes protesters in over two dozen cities in the U.S. focused on local manifestations of the housing crisis. They occupied foreclosed and real estate-owned homes, interrupted auctions of bank-owned homes, and blocked evictions of owners and tenants from foreclosed homes. The Occupy Our Homes activists learned and honed the art of occupying and squatting from other housing rights groups, who used these tactics before the Occupy Wall Street protests, such as the Take Back the Land movement (TBTL) and the Chicago Anti-Eviction Campaign. Learning from activists in South Africa and Brazil, who occupied vacant land and squatted in homes to manifest the human right to housing, these TBTL affiliates used the same tactics in the local American context. During the Occupy Wall Street protests, TBTL-National met with Occupy activists, either face-to-face or through social media platforms such as Skype and Google Hangout, to perfect the art of property law-breaking. These groups became an informal coalition of trans-local housing rights activists that used property law-breaking to press for greater housing rights for tenants, homeless people, and foreclosed homeowners.

The Chicago Anti-Eviction Campaign (CAEC), Take Back the Land-Rochester (TBTL-Rochester), Occupy Homes Minnesota (Occupy Homes MN), Take Back the Land-Philadelphia (TBTL-Philadelphia), Housing is a Human Right Roundtable in Baltimore, and New York City’s Picture the Homeless are examples of housing rights move-
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ments that urge municipalities to use eminent domain to clear the title on occupied homes and then to transfer those homes to CLTs owned and operated by the movements. These movements explicitly use the human right to housing as an organizing framework. As one activist stated, “We’re trying to turn around and reorganize housing as a human right.” Another activist explains, “We’re challenging amoral laws by breaking them.” These movements define their actions as “liberating” homes from the shackles of an unjust and immoral housing system that privileges profits over people. Their use of the human rights mantra is part of a new trend where social movements that have long relied on civil rights laws are turning to human rights frameworks.

These movements also use the right to housing to connect people across geography, race, class, and circumstance. One activist argues that the human right to housing connotes, “You and I all deserve a space, we all deserve a place . . . and there is something that connects me as a White homeowner and you as an African-American renter or homeowner.” Members of these movements also chant “housing is a human right” as they occupy vacant and abandoned homes; disseminate messages professing the right to housing on the Internet and through social media; create YouTube videos, songs, and art exhibitions proclaiming that housing is a human right; and develop oral histories of individuals asserting their rights to housing in the face of evictions and foreclosures. Thus, these movements’ members assert rights that they do not have as a formal matter under U.S. law. They also maintain that in exchange for the broad public subsidies banks
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received as a result of the U.S. government bailout, governments should force the private sector to create housing opportunities and benefits for the broad public, including marginalized and dispossessed Americans.

These movements also occasionally reference the text of the Constitution to frame the claims they make against the state. By invoking eminent domain, these groups are asserting novel interpretations of existing constitutional powers to secure community control over land, even though they are not using the Constitution to assert an explicit right to housing. In a few cases, these activists have actually remained in, or retained title to, the homes they occupy. Now these movements are exploring communal forms of ownership to keep these homes perpetually affordable to low- and moderate-income households in their communities. While many legal forms they seek to use are not new, these movements’ application of these legal tools in new contexts helps further local acceptance of property arrangements that embody the right to housing. These movements’ efforts also implicitly advance constitutional norms by asserting that groups whose economic and social status denies them full and equal participation in housing markets should also have equal rights to housing, self-determination, community, and opportunities for human flourishing.

For example, the CAEC—formed by Willie J.R. Fleming, an activist and a former Cabrini-Green public housing resident, and Toussaint Losier, a fellow housing activist and PhD candidate at the University of Chicago—has occupied, retained, and rehabbed at least twenty-five foreclosed, vacant, and abandoned homes on Chicago’s South and West Sides since 2009. The foreclosure rates on rental properties in Chicago from 2009 to 2013 were among the highest in the nation. A few low-income, minority neighborhoods on the South and West sides of Chicago disproportionately bore the brunt of this crisis. CAEC believes its actions are an appropriate, community-based, self-help response to the market failures and governmental failures that plague the communities in which it operates. While the CAEC acknowledges that its actions are illegal, the movement explicitly uses the human right to housing as a moral justification for its property disobedience.
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Local residents and local officials often condone these movements' property law-breaking because the occupiers often beautify and improve the foreclosed and abandoned homes. Before the CAEC liberates a home, it consults with tenants or homeowners on the block as to whether or not they will support the takeover, and sometimes the CAEC throws a community barbecue. Area residents frequently say they prefer the takeovers to abandoned homes that can be sites for drug and alcohol sales and abuse. Once CAEC members break into a home, they take pictures of the home's condition and train occupiers and local neighbors to improve the home. The CAEC also encourages the occupiers to keep receipts for any costs they incur in helping to rehab the homes in case they are evicted and need to recover their costs. The movement also devised something called the "good neighbor contract—a non-binding but formal agreement to be an asset, not a liability, to the neighborhood." Occupiers must sign the good neighbor contract if the CAEC is to help liberate a home.

Because the CAEC's actions often help rather than harm the neighborhood, local police often do not evict the occupiers, even though the occupiers are technically illegal trespassers. The Illinois trespass statute also provides an exception to prosecution for criminal and civil trespass for a person who "beautifies" unoccupied and abandoned residential and industrial properties. Under the statute, properties are unoccupied and abandoned if the taxes have not been paid for a period of at least two years and the property has been unoccupied and abandoned for at least one year. While this interpretation has not been tested in court, this exception in the Illinois statute provides a justification and rationale for police to let the occupiers remain in homes they do not rent or own. The CAEC has also influenced local banks to donate real estate-owned properties to local non-profits for a tax write-off that will enable the non-profits to rent the homes to the occupiers at a low cost. Finally, the CAEC's long-term goal is to have either the city or the county take title to the occupied homes us-
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ing eminent domain, through the city or through the recently estab-
lished Cook County Land Bank Authority, and then to transfer
ownership of the properties to a CLT or other communal ownership
structure owned by the occupiers.176

TBTL-Rochester also secured an historic victory from Bank of
America when the bank re-deeded Catherine Lennon’s foreclosed
home back to her without a mortgage and debt-free as part of the
terms of a settlement agreement.177 While the bank initially evicted
her and pursued a foreclosure action, it ceased the action when the
law firm handling its case had been accused of fraud and other improp-
erties.178 Thus, TBTL-Rochester was able to pressure Bank of
America to give Catherine Lennon a permanent right to remain in her
home even though she was not the technical legal “owner” of the
home. TBTL-Rochester has also occupied several homes in the Roch-
ester, New York area and hopes to convince local municipalities or
counties to take title to the occupied homes and transfer the homes to
a community-run CLT.

Occupy Homes MN also liberated at least seven homes and has
successfully engaged in foreclosure defenses.179 The group does not
have formal title to these homes, but local Minnesota police have
developed a formal policy in which they allow the occupiers to remain in
an occupied home indefinitely unless the owner undertakes a citizen’s
arrest.180 While some Minnesota police still arrest some homeless oc-
cupiers, Occupy Homes MN has been able to obtain temporary control
over vacant homes based on this local policy.181 Along with Min-
nesotans for a Fair Economy, the group also pushed state legislators
to enact a Homeowner’s Bill of Rights that has made it easier for
homeowners to get modifications by eliminating dual tracking—when
banks pursue a foreclosure even while modification negotiations are
occurring. The law also allows homeowners to sue banks for fraud and
halt illegitimate foreclosure processes.182 Occupy Homes MN was in-
nstrumental in advocating for the law, and the Minnesota law predated
similar federal mortgage servicing rules issued by the U.S. Consumer
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Financial Protection Bureau. Like the CAEC and TBTL-Rochester, Occupy Homes MN is encouraging the city to use eminent domain to take title to its homes and then to transfer the homes to a CLT owned and operated by Occupy Homes MN.

These movements’ proposed use of eminent domain likely rests on a solid doctrinal footing. Low-income and predominately minority communities were disproportionately affected by the U.S. subprime mortgage and foreclosure crises. In many of the hardest hit communities, there is an abundance of foreclosed, vacant, and real estate-owned homes that depress the value of surrounding properties. The Tenth Amendment reserves certain plenary powers over property and contract law to the states. Localities’ eminent domain powers arise from their roles as sovereigns, and thus states usually grant localities eminent domain power via state statute. The Takings Clause of the Fifth Amendment, “Nor shall private property be taken, for public use, without just compensation,” provides limitations on states’ exercise of that power. The Fourteenth Amendment applies the Fifth Amendment to the states. Municipalities have long used their eminent domain powers to take title to abandoned private property with fractionated ownership and clouded title for broad public pur-
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poses such as urban redevelopment or remediating blight.\textsuperscript{190} The U.S. Supreme Court upheld this use of eminent domain in \textit{Berman v. Parker}.\textsuperscript{191} The Court established the following: (1) that redevelopment for blight remediation is an appropriate "public use" under the Takings Clause; (2) that not every property in an area sought for condemnation must be blighted; and (3) that a property may be passed to a private corporation identified at the time of condemnation and still constitute a public purpose.\textsuperscript{192} As long as just compensation is paid, the use of eminent domain in this context seems uncontroversial.

The Supreme Court further extended this rationale in \textit{Hawaii Housing Authority v. Midkiff}, where the court upheld a municipal plan to break up a land oligopoly and make the land available to the broad public.\textsuperscript{193} Lastly, in \textit{Kelo v. City of London}, the U.S. Supreme Court held that general economic development outside of the context of blight does constitute a public purpose, rather than a public use.\textsuperscript{194} Even in those states that have enacted legislation to limit the reach of \textit{Kelo}, it is still likely that the courts will find these movements' proposed use of eminent domain constitutional. In Illinois, Senate Bill 3086, enacted into law in 2006, still permits municipalities to use eminent domain in "blighted areas," defined by the statute as areas containing "excessive vacancies."\textsuperscript{195} New York did not enact any legislative fixes in response to \textit{Kelo}.\textsuperscript{196} Minnesota's legislative fixes did limit the application of eminent domain to blighted properties and prohibited municipalities from taking non-dilapidated buildings in a blighted area unless "there is no possible other way to address blight without doing so."\textsuperscript{197} But, Minnesota's law still seems to permit Occupy Minnesota's proposed use of eminent domain. Lastly, Maryland did not enact any significant legislative fixes in response to \textit{Kelo}.

These movements' additional request that municipalities should transfer the land and homes taken by eminent domain to the occupiers through a privately owned CLT is more unusual, but likely constitutional. The Dudley Street Neighborhood Initiative (DSNI) in Boston, Massachusetts, is the first U.S. grassroots social movement and community-based organization to gain complete eminent domain
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authority from a municipality and to take title to private land through a non-profit CLT.\textsuperscript{198} In 1988, DSNI sought community control over land in what was called the Dudley Triangle, an area of the Dudley Neighborhood with significant vacant land owned partially by the city of Boston and partially by private absentee owners. DSNI came up with the idea to create its own private redevelopment organization, Dudley Neighbors, Inc., to take the fifteen acres of privately owned, but abandoned and fractionated land by eminent domain and transfer it to a CLT run by DSNI.\textsuperscript{199}

Massachusetts General Laws, Chapter 121A, empowered the Boston Redevelopment Authority (BRA) to delegate the exercise of eminent domain to urban redevelopment corporations for certain projects.\textsuperscript{200} The Massachusetts Supreme Judicial Court held that “urban redevelopment corporations, although in a sense private corporations, perform public functions analogous to those performed by corporations commonly called ‘public service corporations.’”\textsuperscript{201} Based on this authority and effective community organizing on the part of DSNI, the Boston Redevelopment Authority delegated its powers of eminent domain to Dudley Neighbors, Inc., which held title to the land through a CLT. Dudley Neighbors, Inc. became one of the most successful grassroots community redevelopment corporations in the U.S., and it remains a leader in Boston today. Consequently, current housing rights movements' requests that municipalities transfer properties taken by eminent domain to privately-owned CLTs seems supported by existing law.

New York City’s Picture the Homeless, TBTL-Philadelphia, Housing is a Human Right in Baltimore, and other housing movements are also encouraging localities and states to create land banks and then to prioritize transferring the properties taken by the land banks to community-controlled CLTs. Land banks are public authorities created by ordinances or state statutes to efficiently acquire, manage, and clear title on tax-foreclosed properties.\textsuperscript{202} Since a land bank is not a traditional power of local government, state enabling legislation is often necessary to create a land bank.\textsuperscript{203} In response to the U.S. housing crisis many states and municipalities enacted legislation creating
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land banks.204 These housing movements push localities to ensure that land bank legislation or ordinances prioritize community control over vacant land. This request adds a new dimension to land banking because land banks often only prioritize allocating properties to private developers who will put the property to the highest and best economic use.205 Yet, these movements also implicitly advance the right to housing by insisting that the land banks protect a right to remain, and a right to control land and housing in their communities. These movements assert and elevate these rights above a purely market-based approach to economic development and revitalization. These movements’ suggested approach better returns the benefits of land banking to individuals and groups who lived in, and suffered in, these communities during and before the U.S. housing crisis.

For example, New York City’s Picture the Homeless is a grassroots homeless’ rights organization that occupied vacant properties both before and during the U.S. housing crisis. The group developed a report in 2007 identifying all vacant properties in New York City on a block-by-block level. Based upon this data, Picture the Homeless worked to encourage a New York City Council member, Brad Lander, to introduce a proposed New York City Land Bank ordinance that incorporates the disposition of vacant properties to community-controlled CLTs as a legislative priority.206 The ordinance provides:

When conveying, leasing as lessor or otherwise disposing of real property for a use that would result in the creation or preservation of affordable housing units, the land corporation shall prioritize disposition to a community land trust, as defined by section 12773(b) of title 42 of the United States code, . . . and shall prioritize disposition for a proposed use that will maximize the number of affordable housing units at the zoning lot containing the property and the affordability of such units.207

The ordinance was patterned after a similar Philadelphia ordinance, inspired by a social movement: Take Back the Land-Philadelphia. The Philadelphia ordinance provided that the land bank should prioritize long-term community control of land and offer properties at
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less than fair market value to create affordable and mixed-income housing for very low-income people.\textsuperscript{208} Lastly, Housing is a Human Right in Baltimore and the United Workers for Fair Development Campaign are pushing for the City of Baltimore to consider similar options that would result in fair use and redevelopment of vacant properties.\textsuperscript{209}

Through these actions, these movements manifest the right to housing in private and local law reforms. These movements also make new law as they successfully develop new contractual and ownership arrangements, and persuade local police, local banks, local zoning and county boards, and other decision-makers to adopt policies and enact ordinances that grant the dispossessed long-term possession of homes they do not technically own or rent. By occupying vacant and abandoned homes in their disinvested neighborhoods, these movements implicitly assert that the dispossessed have a right to security of tenure. Through the “good neighbor contract,” the CAEC also asserts that all humans have a right to form communities based upon their present condition, not their past status. The good neighbor contract also advances the sustainability aspect of the right to housing because it makes occupiers promise that they will maintain the premises and make positive contributions to the community in exchange for shelter.

TBTL-Rochester’s efforts tacitly proclaim that even if Catherine Lennon cannot make her payments on time, she has a right to remain in her home if her eviction was illegally procured through fraud. The group also implicitly asserts that, as a productive occupant, Catherine Lennon has a moral right to remain in her home against an absentee bank’s economic and legal security interest. While all Americans may not agree with these interpretations, these movements’ efforts lay the foundation for changes in local attitudes regarding the efficacy of the right to housing. Occupy Homes MN, for example, implicitly affirms that security of tenure requires foreclosures and evictions to be carried out consistent with due process. Occupy Homes MN also asserts that local community members should have equal participation in decisions about how housing entitlements should be allocated within their community. Their actions also demonstrate that very low-income and homeless individuals should have equal access to adequate housing as other renters or homeowners.

Through these actions, these movements also return to a more grassroots and politically engaged approach to urban redevelopment.\textsuperscript{210} Since the 1990s, urban redevelopment has been dominated
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by a predominately neoliberal, professionalized, and market-based approach that often privileges profits over community-based self-determination.\textsuperscript{211} Inexperienced and grassroots groups are often left out of urban redevelopment decision-making.\textsuperscript{212} Yet, these movements resurrect a more grassroots and politically engaged era of community development in the 1970s and 1980s, in which Americans engaged in self-help efforts to restore their devastated and disinvested communities.\textsuperscript{213} These movements are composed of a fairly diverse, grassroots, networked, and engaged populace that seek to control, and participate in housing- and land-related decision-making at the local level. While these movements have not transformed all Americans' views about housing, they are inculcating some new attitudes about housing rights at the local level that provide a foundation for longer-term shifts in values regarding the efficacy of an American constitutional right to housing.

B. Eminent Domain for Local Principal Reduction

Although the Home Defender's League (HDL), the Alliance of Californians for Community Empowerment (ACCE), and affiliated movements do not explicitly use the human right to housing as an organizing mantra, they are using similar tactics to fight unjust foreclosures and evictions, and to promote the use of eminent domain by municipalities for local principal reduction.\textsuperscript{214} Local principal reduction is a plan under which municipalities use their eminent domain powers to purchase and refinance the mortgages of underwater homeowners to reduce those homeowners' principal amounts to manageable levels.\textsuperscript{215} As of May of 2014, approximately 9.7 million American community organizing to build cross-neighborhood coalitions that promote broad-based economic reform".}
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households were underwater or had negative equity, down from approximately 11 million during the height of the U.S. housing crisis. Underwater homeowners are more likely to default. Thus, using eminent domain to refinance underwater mortgages is a form of foreclosure defense because underwater homeowners can possibly avoid foreclosure if they reduce their principal amounts, and thereby make their monthly payments. Local principal reduction is the brainchild of Cornell Law School legal scholar, Robert Hockett, and two other legal academics, Lauren Willis and Howell Jackson. As early as 2008, separately, these three legal academics flouted the idea to the federal government. When the federal government declined this idea, opting instead to pursue the voluntary federal Home Affordable Mortgage Program (HAMP) and the federal Home Affordable Refinance Program (HARP), Robert Hockett, and his friend, John Vlahoplus, President and Chief Strategy Officer for the consulting firm Mortgage Resolution Partners, LLC (MRP), developed “the Municipal Plan” (the Plan).

Municipalities who opt to use the Plan will condemn, using eminent domain, the mortgages of underwater homeowners owned by private-label, residential, mortgage-backed trusts (RMBS trusts). Municipalities “will work directly with each willing mortgagor within its jurisdiction to accept a ‘short’—that is, a discounted—repayment of that mortgagor’s obligations. It will do so in an amount corresponding to the level at which the mortgagor can obtain new financing in the current mortgage loan market.” The municipalities will then pay the RMBS trusts the current fair market value of the mortgages as just compensation. The municipalities will obtain the funds to purchase the relevant mortgages through a public-private partnership with private investors—including institutional investors such as pri-
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vate pension funds, hedge funds, investment firms, mutual funds, and current mortgage-backed securities holders.\(^{225}\)

These new investors will purchase interests in eminent domain investment trusts established and maintained by each municipality. Those purchases will generate the funds needed to finance the purchases of the mortgages at fair market value. MRP, a financial consulting firm, will act both as a financial and strategic advisor to municipalities considering the Plan and as a conduit for the private investors who purchase interests in the public-private eminent domain trusts.\(^{226}\) As syndicators and advisors, MRP will be paid a fee for its services. The municipalities would then issue “new mortgages,” replacing the negative equity loans with modestly positive equity loans,\(^{227}\) and those new positive equity loans will be conveyed to the original RMBS trusts that owned the underwater mortgages. The contracts of the RMBS trusts do not permit them to do this voluntarily, and many underwater mortgages are serviced by companies who currently do not have an incentive to reduce the principal amounts on these loans.\(^{228}\) Thus, under the Plan, localities serve as “collective agents,” who sidestep the contractual barriers and market failures that prevent principal write-downs by using their powers of eminent domain to avoid foreclosure and re-invigorate local housing and mortgage markets.\(^{229}\)

No municipality has yet used eminent domain for this purpose.\(^{230}\) However, the Plan likely rests on a solid legal footing, although it seems more vulnerable to constitutional challenges than the use of eminent domain for community control of land and housing. The Plan likely satisfies the Takings Clause’s public use requirement, however, it is less clear that it satisfies the just compensation requirements. As explained in section III.B, the U.S. Supreme Court broadly interprets the public use requirement to include very expansive public purposes,
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and defers to state legislatures and state courts in discerning local public needs. After Kelo, a municipality can take title to private properties that are not themselves blighted as part of a comprehensive redevelopment plan to further general economic development. In Midkiff, the Court also established that municipalities, if they pay just compensation, can take private property from a small group of owners for broader public purposes such as reviving local land and housing markets.\textsuperscript{231} Lastly, the Court has also established that municipalities can condemn all types of private properties including contracts and intangible properties like mortgages.\textsuperscript{232} While California, New Jersey, and Washington have narrowed eminent domain law slightly in light of Kelo, the Plan will likely withstand scrutiny under the public use requirements in those states as well.

However, it is less clear that the Plan easily satisfies the just compensation requirements of the Takings Clause under both federal and state law. Under federal law, just compensation is measured by the fair market value of the property taken.\textsuperscript{233} Many states further define how fair market value is to be determined via state statute. Under California law, for example, "The fair market value of property taken for which there is no relevant, comparable market is its value on the date of valuation as determined by any method of valuation that is just and equitable."\textsuperscript{234} This open-ended definition leaves many choices for courts in terms of which valuation methods to apply. As scholars have noted, courts must decide between valuing the property based upon comparable sales, future cash flows, harm to the property owner, the highest and best use, or the gain to the government using eminent domain. While these methods often lead to equal values, sometimes they do not. "As one court noted, there is often a substantial gap between value to the owner and value to others—the government, a hypothetical buyer, or the public at large."\textsuperscript{235}

In the case of eminent domain for local principal reduction, fair market value could be determined based on comparable sales of the home or expected cash flows. However, the Plan, by design, requires
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municipalities to purchase some mortgages that are current, even though underwater, at a steep discount. These methods might yield a value that does not reflect the harm to the owners as defined by the investors in the RMBS trusts. These investors argue that the municipalities and MRP will take the mortgages "at prices equivalent to approximately 80% of the market value of the underlying home, although the offer letters often indicate an even lower price." After the loans are seized, MRP would refinance the seized loans with new loans priced at approximately ninety-five percent of the underlying home value. If this is true there may be some credence to opponents' arguments that the RMBS trusts will receive less than fair market value. Thus, the Plan does raise difficult legal questions about the appropriate methods to value the diffuse and securitized mortgage interests seized through eminent domain.

The City of Richmond, California, adopted an ordinance and entered into an agreement with MRP to use eminent domain for local principal reduction. However, the city has not yet condemned any properties. Other cities in California, New Jersey, Washington, and New York are considering the Plan, but no city has condemned any properties. The City of Richmond and MRP were sued by banks, such as Wells Fargo Bank and Deutsche Bank, which serve as trustees for several RMBS trusts that would be affected by Richmond's adoption of the Plan. The United States District Court for the Northern District of California dismissed the suit on ripeness grounds, finding that since the City of Richmond did not finalize any plans to use eminent domain for local principal reduction, nor seize any homes, the Plaintiff banks' claims were not ripe for adjudication. Yet, it is unclear if municipalities considering the Plan will have the political will to pursue this option.

Banks, large asset managers, real estate interests, the Mortgage Bankers' Association, the American Securitization Forum, and the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development have all raised concerns about the constitutionality and political feasibility of the municipal Plan. The municipalities of San Bernardino, California;
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Salinas, California; Brockton, Massachusetts; Las Vegas, Nevada; Seattle, Washington; and others have considered but rejected the Plan. Investors and bond holders have threatened to restrict capital to localities that seriously consider or use the Plan, further leading to economic instability in local housing markets. Despite these threats, Richmond has not yet abandoned the Plan. San Francisco, is also considering working with Richmond to implement the plan. Newark, New Jersey, California, is still considering the Plan and city council members in New York City are exploring the approach in consultation with Professor Robert Hockett and MRP.

Whether courts find the Plan constitutional or whether municipalities move forward with the Plan, the Plan implicitly reflects the right to housing. The Plan implicitly promotes security of tenure through its premise that underwater homeowners facing, or in, foreclosure should have a right to remain in their homes, even if their mortgages are underwater or if they are having difficulty making payments. These movements' assertions that governments should protect underwater homeowners from evictions that will destabilize them, even though underwater homeowners signed mortgage contracts which provide banks a right to foreclose, elevates homeowners' rights to housing above the contract rights of absentee investors. These movements also imply that housing is more than a commodity, and that market imperatives do not always lead to a just allocation of housing entitlements. The Plan indirectly asserts that local governments must step in to stabilize housing markets, and to ensure that low-income minorities who were disproportionately harmed by the crisis have an opportunity to remain in their homes and reclaim their communities.

The Plan also challenges and reformulates established property rights by advocating for approaches to foreclosure and eviction that are consistent with the constitutional norms of equal dignity, equality of opportunity, freedom of association, and self-determination. These movements' assertions help level the playing field of property rights at the local level by giving homeowners who were at an information asymmetry or who were negatively affected by the irrational exuberance of Wall Street an equal opportunity to remain in their homes and to continue in their communities by renegotiating their contracts on more fair and equitable terms. These movements' actions also demonstrate that although mortgagees may be lien holders, they are also absentee owners who do not have an equal interest in the community in which the home is situated. Furthermore, these movements are encouraging municipalities to value current residents' attachments to place over the economic interests of diffuse and absent secondary market investors holding securities interests. Like the 1960s Woolworth counter sit-in civil rights protestors, these activists are implicitly as-
serting that when diffuse private property rights travail upon the equal dignity and local citizenship rights of underwater homeowners, the private right is unjust and should be curtailed.

If successful, HDL, ACCE, and other social movements pressing for eminent domain for local principal reduction will likely have a greater impact on many American households and housing markets than any of the other social movements described earlier in this Article. Local principal reduction is also the strategy that most stridently attacks the market exuberance of Wall Street that contributed to the U.S. housing crisis. Yet local principal reduction may be politically unfeasible, and it does not fundamentally challenge homeownership as a privilege of housing tenure in the U.S. Thus, local principal reduction as a social movement strategy does not reflect the full range of rights protected by the right to housing. TBTL and some local Occupy groups question whether local principal reduction is a transformative social movement strategy because it privileges the housing rights and needs of homeowners over and above those of non-owners.242 The right to housing protects individuals’ tenure in many forms of housing besides homeownership. Thus, local principal reduction does not fundamentally question or challenge the privileged position of homeownership in American society. It also suggests that misled homeowners may be more deserving of maintaining their housing rights than renters or homeless individuals. This emphasis on underwater homeowners is groundbreaking in that it may help many Americans and revitalize American housing markets, but it is not fully consonant with the broadest interpretations of the right to housing.

C. Zoning Micro-Homes for the Homeless

OM Build, an affiliate network of the Occupy Our Homes movement, consists of protesters and homeless individuals in the Madison, Wisconsin, Dane County area. OM Build is creating and inhabiting ninety-nine square foot micro-homes on wheels to house formerly homeless people. “Micro-houses” or “tiny homes” are typically small apartments consisting of 300 square feet or less.243 Micro-homes are typically smaller than the minimum square footage per unit permitted
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under many local building and health and safety codes. Many American cities are embracing micro-homes as a way to create more affordable housing options for young millennial newcomers in gentrifying urban centers.

Housing rights movements in New York, Washington, Oregon, Texas, and OM Build in Madison, Wisconsin, are convincing local officials to change local zoning codes to permit micro-homes villages for the homeless. While some opponents question the health and safety of micro-homes for the homeless, these projects provide a local solution to the market, governmental, and non-profit sectors’ failures to provide adequate housing for the chronically homeless. Unlike the housing rights movements described in section III.A, these movements do not explicitly use the human right to housing as an organizing mantra. However, these homeless’ rights movements implicitly model the human right to housing because they establish that the homeless have equal rights to adequate housing that respects their human dignity and promotes their human flourishing.

Quixote Village in Olympia, Washington, Dignity Village in Portland, Oregon, and Opportunity Village in Eugene, Oregon, first used the tiny-homes concept as a solution to the problem of chronic homelessness. Dignity Village and Opportunity Village in Portland, Oregon, originated as tent cities of protest squatters. Quixote Village first formed as Camp Quixote, a floating tent city of homeless individuals that originated during a protest in a city-owned parking lot. The group protested a city ordinance that “made it illegal to sit, lie
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down, or sell things within six feet of downtown buildings." The group moved its location at least twenty times since its founding in 2007. Then activists and volunteers worked with city and county officials to obtain and rezone a parcel of county-owned industrial land to create a permanent site for the village. The county makes the land available to Quixote Village through a ground lease at the cost of one dollar per year. Quixote Village now consists of thirty "tiny homes" at about 144 square feet each, constructed by the residents through sweat equity. The cost of constructing these homes was about $88,000 per unit compared with the $200,000 to $250,000 cost of production for a regular studio apartment for homeless individuals in Western Washington. Other homeless' rights groups are creating micro-homes villages and convincing cities of the efficacy of this approach.

OM Build's tiny house movement also originated in Madison, Wisconsin, as a protest movement of homeless individuals, housing rights activists, lawyers, planners, and critics of newly elected Governor Scott Walker's policies. In October of 2011, in solidarity with the Occupy Wall Street protests, Occupy Madison became a formal encampment of homeless individuals in Madison's Veterans Plaza. Madison Mayor, Paul Soglin, resisted the protestors' efforts to establish a tent city on East Washington Street. In total, local police moved the group thirty times in 558 days. Occupy Madison protesters eventually realized that there was "no public place to be legally homeless in Madison, WI." At the time, Occupy Madison, as the precursor to OM Build, consisted of an interesting mix of professionals (i.e., public interest lawyers, housing rights activists, PhD's, and graduate students), other activists, and homeless individuals. Some tech
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savvy lawyers in the group began blogging about the activists' efforts and meeting online and offline to search for solutions. Three members of Occupy Madison traveled to Dignity Village, Opportunity Village, and Quixote Village to learn from these homeless advocates' experiences.262

Reluctantly, Occupy Madison realized that it would have to formalize its organizational structure to accomplish its goal of creating a tiny homes village. In December of 2012, the group incorporated into a formal organization, sought fiscal sponsorship,263 and applied to the IRS to become a 501(c)(3) organization.264 While the group still relishes its informal, collaborative, and leaderless approach, it identified some formal directors and officers, who obtained construction plans and organizational documents to construct and organize tiny homes villages from other projects and on the Internet.265 OM Build initially rented a space to begin construction of one tiny house.266 The group also relied on the volunteer sweat equity of several individuals to build its first tiny house. OM Build's cost of construction was $5,000, the lowest cost of construction of any tiny homes for the homeless project in the U.S.267

As the first home was being completed, the group wrestled with how the homes would be classified under Madison's local zoning code. Under the code, the minimum size for a single-family detached dwelling is 500 square feet for the first floor and an apartment must have at least 150 square feet for the first occupant and an additional 100 square feet for the second occupant.268 To save on construction costs, OM Build sought to build the smallest tiny homes that could accommodate up to two people. Consistent with the "we are the ninety-nine percent" slogan of the Occupy movements, the group settled on ninety-eight to ninety-nine square feet, substantially less than the zoning
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In order to comply with the Madison zoning code, OM Build placed its tiny home on wheels and moved the home every forty-eight hours. The Madison Plan Commission and the Madison City Council then approved an ordinance that would amend the local zoning code to permit "overnight sleeping in tents or other temporary portable shelters on property owned by religious institutions or other non-profit organizations for which assisting the homeless is consistent with their mission." However, this initial plan became unworkable because it was difficult to move the tiny homes during the winter months.

OM Build also imagined a permanent village of tiny homes, like Quixote Village, that would provide shelter and empower its homeless residents to make sustainable quality of life improvements in community with others. OM Build sought to purchase private land for a workshop to build the tiny homes and to accommodate at least eleven tiny homes. The group identified Sanchez Motors, a privately owned former gas station as a possible site. OM Build negotiated with the owner and made an offer to purchase with several contingencies such as financing, environmental review, and property conditions. Several officers and board members further agreed to personally guarantee the purchase. OM Build also negotiated with local officials regarding zoning, environmental remediation, flooding and building codes, and many other issues. OM Build wanted to remain financially independent of the city, county, state, and federal governments, so the group used the Internet and social media to raise funds to partially finance the development of a tiny homes village. The group launched a crowdfunding campaign on the social media website Indiegogo. Their campaign, "Tiny Homes for Wisconsin Homeless," raised $21,162, forty-two percent of their $50,000 fundraising goal.

OM Build further envisioned their village as providing more than just shelter. Through the volunteer efforts of urban planners, architects, and lawyers the group developed a site plan that incorporated several uses into one planned development, including residential, light manufacturing, general retail, gardens and greenhouses with a
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The Constitutional Right to Housing

farm stand, chicken coops, bee keeping, construction of shared bathrooms, and a communal kitchen. Thus, the OM Build Tiny Homes Village operationalizes many key elements of the human right to housing. The site plan reflects the right to housing’s commitment to housing options that are affordable, sustainable, and connected to opportunities that promote human flourishing. While OM Build does not explicitly use the human right to housing as a mobilizing and organizing tool, through private law (i.e., its associational contracts, membership requirements, and conduct policies) OM Build does advance elements of the right to housing. OM Build’s “Tiny House Contract,” which all occupants of a tiny home must agree to and execute, creates a new type of housing tenure called “stewardship.” Each homeless person who lives in a tiny home does not rent or own the home, but “stewards” the home while they live there. Stewardship means “possession subject to conditions” set out in the contract and related policies. In exchange for the rights of stewardship, the stewards must provide sweat equity to build the tiny homes and accrue work equity credits, measured in hours of work, toward the purchase of a tiny house that they will steward.

Through its contractual obligations and property reformations, OM Build also manifests the right to housing because it implicitly asserts that each person has a right to housing by virtue of his or her humanity, rather than his or her social status. Anyone who peacefully participates in the community of activists by building his or her home, or others’ homes, is eligible to become a member of the OM Build Tiny Homes community. OM build does not expressly conduct criminal background checks or view homelessness or poor credit as a barrier to participation. While the group does not believe it has any sex offenders as members, it does have homeless persons, poor debtors, former substance abusers, and people with criminal backgrounds among its participants. Membership is open to all who participate in OM Build through sweat equity and who prove themselves worthy of membership based upon their present behavior, rather than their past or social status. OM Build’s concept of stewardship also implicitly af-
firms that all types of housing tenures can be adequate housing. Homeownership, therefore, is not privileged as the only housing tenure that promotes autonomy, self-determination, and the virtues of citizenship. OM Build's concept of stewardship also implicitly asserts that the homeless have rights to housing and shelter that provides them a basis for equal dignity with those who live in more traditional private homes and rental arrangements.

OM Build's Tiny Homes Village also implicitly reflects constitutional norms. The village affords its members privacy and community, two other norms explicit and implicit in our present constitutional order. The sweat equity elements of the project, the project's independence from government largess, and its communal housing arrangements also exemplify the notions of self-determination and associational community that are protected by the First Amendment of the Constitution. The village's creation of stewardship as a legitimate form of housing tenure based on work, and not rent, not only reformulates local property concepts and reflects the human right to housing, but it also manifests the constitutional norms of equal dignity and equal concern explicit in the Fourteenth Amendment of the Constitution. The village asserts that homeless individuals have an equal right to housing that respects their human dignity, even though they cannot afford market rate or even affordable rentals. While these norms are not explicit, they are implicit in how this small insular community chooses to order their private village community. These property reformulations and private contracts reflect the human right to housing as well as constitutional norms, even though no U.S. court or legislature has explicitly recognized an American constitutional right to housing.

OM Build's implicit private legal meanings only became public law when the group began to make claims against the state. OM Build's protests and proposals forced local officials to determine whether they should amend Madison's local zoning code to support the protestors' solutions or whether they should uphold the existing zoning code which makes the uses illegal. OM Build successfully pushed the Madison Plan Commission to rezone the site as a planned unit development. Although there was some neighborhood and law enforcement opposition to the project, the Madison City Council unanimously approved the planned unit development request with several conditions. Thus, local zoning officials amended local zoning laws and
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approved new property formations that reflected the right to housing, even though it is not a formal legal right. OM Build members also nudged the Dane County Board of Supervisors to adopt a county-wide human right to housing ordinance. While no litigation has occurred enforcing the ordinance’s provisions, the ordinance protects the right to housing at the county level and expresses some of the same goals OM Build seeks to advance through the creation of its private tiny homes village.

Lastly, while the OM Build Tiny Homes sits on land owned by the non-profit Occupy Madison, Inc., the group has also considered turning the OM Build Tiny Homes project into a non-profit CLT. While OM Build is only one example of how social movements can express legal meanings through private law, several other homeless’ rights advocates are adopting this model and their legal successes help reformulate local ownership entitlements and advance locals’ acceptance of legal arrangements that reflect an American to housing. These property reformulations, contractual arrangements, and local law reforms do not currently raise a formal constitutional question, but they do reflect constitutional norms and slowly instantiate the contours of an American constitutional right to housing in the local American consciousness.

IV. LAW AND SOCIAL MOVEMENTS IN THE INTERNET AGE

A. Trans-Local Networks

The housing rights movements analyzed in this Article could not have as effectively mobilized, instantiated the human right to housing in American law, or propagated their ideas without the Internet and social media. These movements use the Internet and social media to frame their grievances, to communicate messages, and to mobilize people to action in real places, as opposed to action that occurs solely online. These groups also craft, enhance, and develop the human right to housing as an explicit or implicit organizing framework online. The Internet and social media help these movements more effectively mobilize resources and disseminate their property law reformulations by reducing the costs, time, and distance associated with participation in social movements. John D. McCarthy and Mayer
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N. Zald, in their seminal work *Resource Mobilization and Social Movements: A Partial Theory*, argued that resources are critical to social movements because they develop incentives for action that might outweigh the high costs associated with protest and mobilization. "Organizations became critical to social movements because they could facilitate the collection and strategic deployment of resources (and in doing so, fund selective incentives)." In America, as well as abroad, non-profit, social movement organizations (SMOs) have been critical to social movements' ability to garner resources and advance their causes. Consequently, SMOs, as movement agents, became a prominent subject of study in socio-legal scholarship focused on resource mobilization.

Yet, the Internet and social media enable the housing rights movements described in this Article to avoid, or limit the necessity of, formal, national, non-profit, SMOs. Instead, these movements develop trans-local networks of local organizations and unincorporated associations connected to each other nationally and globally through the Internet and social media. As trans-local networks, these movements can more easily and cheaply form, adapt, morph, and garner resources as they evolve. For example, the TBTL-National network, and its affiliated local action campaigns, never incorporated as a formal, non-profit, 501(c)(3), SMO. While TBTL-National eventually sunset its operations in mid-2013, TBTL-Rochester, the Chicago Anti-Eviction Campaign, and other local action campaigns in TBTL's national network continued operations as unincorporated associations. Other movements, such as Occupy Homes MN, also never formally incorporated as SMOs. Instead, Occupy Homes MN is a fiscally sponsored organization in a contractual relationship with another incorporated 501(c)(3) organization with similar purposes. Thus far, Occupy Homes MN has been able to substantially support its efforts as a fiscally sponsored organization through nominal membership fees, a listserv, and social media appeals.

---
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works can also more quickly and cost-effectively mobilize many people in several locations at once without requiring that activists be members of a formal SMO. Thus, housing rights movements do not need to rely on the co-presence of activists to undertake actions at the local level that have state, national, and global impacts.

TBTL-National and its affiliates also consciously resisted what they call, the “501(c)(3) Industrial Complex,” a dynamic in which a social movement enters into an agreement with the government to not pay taxes in exchange for 501(c)(3) status. As Max Rameau, a leader in the TBTL-movements explains, the 501(c)(3) structure “makes it difficult to challenge the government or other sources of power,” since the government grants 501(c)(3) status and requires groups to refrain from certain kinds of political activities if granted 501(c)(3) status. Since TBTL-National and its affiliates wanted to use property disobedience as a main organizing tactic they avoided the 501(c)(3) form. Additionally, the 501(c)(3) Industrial Complex often forces social movements into the “the never ending pursuit of funding” and precludes movement leaders from engaging in a wide range of actions, including actions for which the organization does not receive funding.

According to Max Rameau, “We saw first-hand a lot of the progressive political leadership doing these intellectual gymnastics to try to justify why they were engaging in one act or another, when the real answer was, look this is what we get money for so that’s why we’re going to do this.” TBTL and its affiliates wanted to operate “free and unencumbered” by those considerations. While this choice may have ultimately cost TBTL-National, as it sunset its operations in 2013, the other local action campaigns were easily able to continue their work even after TBTL-National ceased its operations. OM Build was also able to raise substantial amounts of money online through crowdfunding, rather than from foundations or government sources. Thus, as trans-local networks connected via the Internet and social media, these housing rights movements did not need to rely solely on SMOs as their primary unit of organization.

Lastly, as trans-local networks, these movements can build more informal, flexible, and democratic organizing structures. The key activists interviewed for this Article came from a range of racial, ethnic,
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and socio-economic backgrounds. Many movements were aware of each other even if they were not formally connected. While these movements had some structure, they resisted a formal organizational structure with appointed leaders. This informality helps the movements develop more democratic organizing structures, allowing traditionally marginalized groups to be part of informal SMO decision-making. That dynamism also enables the movements to engage in "democratic experimentalism," whereby they experiment with ideas that reformulate local property and housing entitlements, and advance the human right to housing, while solving local problems. These movements problem-solve with local actors to define the contours of a constitutional right to housing in a manner that is consistent with local needs and national constitutional norms.

B. Legal Mobilization Online

These movements' trans-local networks also impact how they mobilize law. Legal mobilization is the strategic choice of social movements to translate their desires or wants into "a right or lawful claim." Legal mobilization scholarship generally analyzes how and why social movements employ law and the effects that legal mobilization has on a movement's substantive goals and agenda. "Rights" are perceived in this literature as claims of negative liberties or positive entitlements obtained and defined through court-centered litigation. While socio-legal scholars such as Professors Catherine Albiston, Laura Beth Nielsen, Deborah Rhode, and Anna-Maria Marshall explore how social movement actors claim rights in "everyday locations such as workplaces, neighborhoods, and schools," the bulk of these studies...
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of the legal mobilization literature focuses on the efficacy of litigation as a tool for social change.\textsuperscript{314}

Litigation can bring benefits to social movements such as mainstream media attention,\textsuperscript{315} financial resources, and legitimacy.\textsuperscript{316} These benefits can empower marginalized individuals to press for social change.\textsuperscript{317} Legal mobilization can create leverage for marginalized groups bargaining in the shadow of the law.\textsuperscript{318} Litigation successes can cause opponents to capitulate,\textsuperscript{319} and litigation losses can construct movement identity and mobilize participants.\textsuperscript{320} Yet, the Internet and social media enable the housing rights movements studied here to achieve many of these benefits without litigation. These movements can independently publicize their struggles as well as their successes to large numbers of people at once, online, and across expansive geographic terrains. While national media attention is still important, these groups can independently publicize individual eviction and foreclosure actions and convince others of the efficacy of their ideas.

These movements can also frame their local legal successes as manifestations of the human right to housing without engaging in liti-
A local action campaign in Madison, Wisconsin, can learn about micro-homes villages for the homeless and obtain how-to manuals and legal documents from unrelated campaigns through the Internet and social media. When a local movement obtains a legal concession from local officials, the group can frame that success as an example of the human right to housing, and quickly and easily share its ordinances, contractual documents, or ownership arrangements with other groups both in and outside of its trans-local network. This information-spreading can also have the same legitimation effects as litigation. Further, these movements can influence local decision-makers to capitulate to the movements' interpretations of housing rights by publicizing, via the Internet and social media, these decision-makers' resistance to a local action. Such a threat can also provide movements leverage in negotiations with the private and public actors. The housing rights movements described in this Article can mitigate the pitfalls of legal mobilization through the Internet and social media. While legal mobilization can negatively affect how movements define their grievances and communicate injustices to others, the social movements discussed here are able to shape and communicate their grievances in a dynamic way through the Internet and social media. They can assert online that they have rights to housing that they do not have as a formal legal matter, and they can share stories and experiences that exemplify that right through the Internet and social media.

While lawyer domination in litigation can lead to client disempowerment, movement co-optation, and disintegration in the housing rights movements described in this Article, the activists have a lot of autonomy from lawyers. The legal organizations that support these movements do not dominate the movements' agendas through litigation tactics. The National Center for Social and Economic Rights, the Center for Constitutional Rights and the Harvard Legal Rights Project provide legal support, but the activists maintain control over the direction of the movements. The activists are able to shape the legal arguments and the information disseminated through the Internet and social media, thereby mitigating the negative effects of lawyer domination.
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Aid Bureau, Legal Action of Wisconsin, and other legal organizations support the housing rights movements outlined in this Article.327 Yet, many of these legal organizations are extremely wary of litigation as a primary tool of social reform.328 These lawyers only recommend litigation as a defensive tactic or as a measure of last resort. These organizations support the movements by doing legal research on alternative ownership structures, helping to interpret the movements’ actions from a human rights perspective, assisting the movements to associate their grievances with the right to housing, helping to draft contracts, and devising ownership structures that reflect the movements’ multiple goals as well as the right to housing.329 Thus, the lawyers’ efforts support rather than dominate. The Internet and social media also enable these groups to frame and share legal information easily without relying as much on lawyers.

C. Legal Framing Through Private and Local Law

The movements described in this Article do use litigation and legislation as tools in their legal arsenal; however, in their multidimensional approach330 to legal advocacy, they favor local law reforms and private ordering above federal and state adjudication and legislation. As such, local officials and local private actors are making decisions about whether or not to recognize these movements’ interpretations of legal rights. Unlike judges, local officials and decision-makers can make informed decisions that are responsive to local context. The Internet and social media also provide these movements with certain mobilizing, framing, aggregating, and legitimation benefits that enable them to advance their causes nationally through private and local law, rather than through federal and state litigation and legislation. Many of the movements analyzed in this Article use the “sword, shield and offer” method of organizing and housing reform.331 Under this
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approach, formal litigation is only used as a defensive tactic. Individual legal services lawyers represent activists in individual housing actions such as evictions or foreclosures. Lawyers also represent activists during protests and direct actions to help the activists avoid arrest or incarceration as a result of their civil disobedience. Thus, “The shield is a whole range of legal defense options and community residents’ knowledge of those options.”

The “sword” is a range of “community organizing, public protest and public pressure tactics.” In this conception, “law,” in the form of litigation, only serves as a shield to create “secure conditions for organizing.” Yet, through these non-litigation organizing tactics, these movements are also able to devise solutions to local housing problems and to create new distributions of housing entitlements and rights at the local level. In the sword phase of organizing, law does play a role, but law and rights are rarely expressed and asserted through litigation or federal and state legislation. Instead, rights are asserted and given content and meaning through private ordering, civil disobedience, public-private partnerships, or ordinances. Law in this context means entitlements and benefits that are morally just, rather than powers or privileges that are legally authorized. For example, City Life/Vida Urbana (City Life) is a grassroots community organization founded in 1973 in the Jamaica Plain neighborhood of Boston, Massachusetts. The group was also a local action affiliate of TBTL-National. City Life has long used the sword, shield, and offer strategy. During the foreclosure crisis the group, in concert with local legal services organizations, used the shield approach to help tenants facing post-foreclosure evictions. City Life educated residents about their housing rights and how to conduct eviction blockades and delay post-foreclosure evictions.

The sword took the form of a request to banks that owned a lot of real estate property to work in a public-private partnership with the city of Boston to let occupiers, residents, and homeowners in foreclosure become owners of the properties. Many former owners who were behind on their mortgage payments could not obtain financing to repurchase or refinance their homes, even if they could afford that
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home at current values. City Life devised a solution in partnership with a non-profit loan fund in Boston, Boston Community Capital (BCC). BCC evaluated City Life’s members based on their income and credit history, rather than just a composite credit score. Many members qualified for BCC mortgages at current value under this assessment. Once members qualified for a mortgage, BCC began negotiations to buy the real estate-owned properties from the foreclosing banks and to then resell the properties to City Life’s members. “Since mid-2009, about 25 such properties have been purchased and resold under this method.” City Life also worked with BCC to buy foreclosed properties as rental units, with the possibility of resale to a cooperative. Based on local protests and rallies, lenders sold the properties to non-profits or to occupants, and BCC was able to purchase, or negotiate to purchase, at least fifteen of sixteen properties in Jamaica Plain through this method. Thus, City Life’s “offers” constitute a private ordering solution to the problem of mass foreclosures. At the same time, these solutions also give legal form and meaning to the right to remain and the right to secure adequate housing.

Consequently, litigation or federal and state legislation are not the primary legal mechanisms for legal mobilization or legal framing. Activists are not mobilized to action by litigation, but by the crisis they face and the creative organizing solutions that grassroots organizations devise. The term “framing” describes what movements are doing when they “locate, perceive, identify and label occurrences within their life space and within the world at large.” Framing also describes how movements “organize discontent, leading activists and even the general public to see harm where none existed before and sponsoring action to redress their grievances.” A legal frame is when movements “invoke legal rights when articulating their demands.” Many of the movements studied in this Article use the human right to housing as a legal frame, even in the absence of a formal legal right, but they enshrine the right to housing in American law through private and local law reforms.
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By asking their members to wave the "sword" of the right to housing in community organizing, public protest, and public and private pressure tactics, these movements also begin to influence their members' legal consciousness.349 The right to housing, then, begins to frame what these activists perceive they have a right to request or demand from local banks, police officers, zoning board members, city council representatives, and other private and local officials. Further, as these decision-makers acquiesce to the movements' conceptions of rights, these movements begin to influence not only the legal consciousness of their members, but also the legal consciousness of others living in the surrounding neighborhoods and localities in which their actions occur. The Internet and social media help to broaden the impact of these local value shifts by enabling these movements to quickly and cost-effectively publicize their local legal successes to others through their trans-local networks. Other local action campaigns can easily replicate these legal successes by obtaining information and model documents through the Internet and social media. Consequently, these movements' property disobedience, local property law reforms, and concrete manifestations of the right to housing can have greater national and global impact because Internet and social media enable these groups to more effectively and cheaply disseminate their ideas.

V. CONCLUSION

Recent housing rights movements in the U.S. have awakened Americans' legal consciousness regarding the efficacy of an American constitutional right to housing. While these social moments inevitably face a backlash and counter-mobilizations, they have undeniably capitalized on the U.S. housing crisis to help Americans consider and embrace a broader range of housing tenures and entitlements for the homeless and the dispossessed. It is unclear if national and state decision-makers will embrace these movements' local property reformulations. It is also not clear if the local shifts in American popular understandings of how housing entitlements should be distributed consistent with constitutional norms will be sustained as the housing market slowly recovers.350 Yet, these movements' "bottom-up" approach to constitutional creation through local democratic instantiation, facilitated by the Internet, has implications for the evolution of American constitutional law and property law in the Internet age. These movements' successes foreshadow new ways social movements can increase Americans' acceptance of social and economic rights, such
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as education, health care, and work. Lastly, these developments also have implications for how scholars should understand the role of law in social movements. Private ordering and local law may come to play a greater role in multidimensional social movement advocacy. In the meantime, recent U.S. housing rights movements are occupying the legal meaning of an American constitutional right to housing by reformatting local property and housing entitlements to advance equity and other well-accepted constitutional norms.